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The Evolution of Mobile Phones

From Brick to Slick
By Yuki Koh Suat Nee

Let’s explore the evolution of smartphones – from the very ﬁrst, single-purpose, gigantic ‘brick’ phones that trumpeted the
household name ‘Motorola’ to the advent of ﬂip phones. Fast forward a bit, and we witness the metamorphosis of mobile
phones into ‘smartphones’, which today is ‘essential’ and a ‘staple’ to basically everyone in the world. While we’ve come a
long way since the very ﬁrst ‘brick’ phone, this race to release a phone every year may be taking a toll on innovation.

the ‘brick’
Motorola championed the very ﬁrst commercial mobile phone in
1983, even going so far as to use it to ring up its rival company to
boast of their triumph. It would not be an exaggeration to say that
the Motorola DynaTAC 8000X deﬁned the starting point of
mobile phone history.

Mo
DynaT torola
AC 8
(1983 000X
)

UNDER
GROUND
Continuing with the ocean theme, this station is centred around
the theme of water and light. It is one of the deepest stations on
Line 1 of the Naples Metro and is the most beautiful out of
Naples’ Art Stations. As you descend down the escalator of this
50m-deep station, the colour of the walls change to reﬂect
moving from land to sea. The most photo-worthy spot is on the
way down to the “sea” part of the station, with its blue and green
mosaic wall tiles. Natural light streams in via a concave skylight
that channels it from a crater running through all the ﬂoors.

Formosa Boulevard (Kaohsiung, Taiwan)
The main feature of this station is the "Dome of Light", the world’s largest glass work
measuring 30m in diameter, and designed by Italian artist Narcissus Quagliata using
thousands of glass panels. The dome is an artistic representation of human life in 4
chronologically arranged themes, from painful growth to inevitable destruction, with
an overall message of love and tolerance. There is even a light show at scheduled
time slots on selected days so it’s worth checking out if you’re at the station.

However, some critics have commented that smartphone
innovation has plateaued in some ways. The iPhone 3G
(2008) and iPhone 4 (2010) were essentially two
different phones, with the latter sporting a different design
and better soft/hardware. But if you compared the iPhone
8 (2017) and iPhone SE (2020), you can hardly tell the
difference.

Motorola continued to innovate their phones, releasing the MICROTAC 9800X
and the StarTAC in 1989 and 1996 respectively. Back then, the emphasis was on
more contacts, more affordable, and more compact.

Arts Et Métiers (Paris, France)

Yet, despite their best efforts, Motorola was overtaken by Nokia, which joined the
race in 1987 with the Mobira Cityman 900. In the subsequent years, Nokia also
became the ﬁrst to mass-produce mobile phones, in particular the Nokia 1101
which took on the title of the ﬁrst short messaging service-capable (SMS) phone.
Above all, the phone was lightweight, portable and – ﬁnally – more affordable.
By 2008, people
could choose
between: slide-out
QWERTY keyboards,
ﬂip phones, slide-up
phones or the basic
ones with sturdy
telephone keypads.
The use of mobile
phones became
more prevalent well
into the 2000s.

Samsung Ga
laxy Fold
(2019)

Xiaomi Mate
(2020)

Xs

The current innovation seems to be foldable smartphones,
like the Samsung Galaxy Fold and the Huawei Mate
XS. However, unlike the mass adoption to current
smartphone designs, these foldables haven’t really widely
caught on.

Motorola
StarTAC
(1996)

Nokia 1101
(2003)

Samsung
G810
(2008)

BlackBer
ry
Bold 900
0
(2008)

GORGEOUS SUBWAY STATIONS
AROUND THE WORLD

Toledo (Naples, Italy)

Smartphones have become a necessity, permeating both
personal, work-related, and public aspects of our lives.
Have an appointment? Mark it down on your calendar.
Bored? Head over to social media or play mobile games.

Phones for Everyone!

Subway stations are commonplace in many modern societies for their convenience and
accessibility. Singapore has its fair share of aesthetic MRT stations too, from the glass skylights
at Bras Basah to Redhill’s pastel pink walls which looks like it came straight out of Blackpink’s
“As If It’s Your Last” MV. Here are other beautiful subway stations around the world.

By Lydia Tan

Being forward-looking:
Is innovation falling flat?

Despite this achievement, the phone weighed 1.1 kg and only
allowed for a maximum talk time of 30 minutes. You would also
need 10 long hours to charge it. More importantly, its exorbitant cost
of approximately US$4,000 rendered it not too consumer-friendly.

BEAUTY

In the next few years, hopefully progress becomes less
stiﬂed by the constant pressure to ‘quickly research,
quickly produce, and quickly sell’ new smartphones. After
all, we might be on the cusp of the next revolution that
overhauls the smartphone game.

Kungsträdgården (Stockholm, Sweden)
One of the most distinctive features of the Stockholm Metro is the huge expanse
of exposed stone arches and tunnels that are dramatically lit and accented by
mosaic or paintings at several stations. One of the most photographed is
Kungsträdgården, which features relics from old buildings, like statues and
fountains. The station features dramatic painted rock ceilings and colourful murals
meant to evoke an underground garden; it’s also home to endemic cave critters.

This station is on 2 subway lines:
Lines 3 and 11. Line 11’s distinctive
platform has a steampunk style and
warm copper decor modelled after a
submarine. Peep through the
portholes lining the walls to see
scenographies of collections from
the nearby Museum of Arts and
Crafts. You’ll feel like you’ve been
transported to the world of Jules
Verne’s 20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea, which was the inspiration
behind the design of this station,
which was built in 1904 and
revamped in 1994.

the Smartphone era
Coinciding with a new millennium, the mobile phone market saw revolutionary changes. Even though the ﬁrst touchscreen smartphone was released by
LG – the little-known KE850, aka LG Prada – in 2006, Apple’s release of its
iPhone 3G in 2008 sparked a booming interest in the never-seen-before
design of sleek smartphones that functioned on minimalist design.

lightweight, compact, has Face ID and Touch ID, great camera and audio
quality. Android phones like Samsung, LG, Xiaomi, Oppo, and Huawei are
worthy rivals, providing extra features like SD card slots for added
memory. We’ve come a long way.

Sufﬁce to say, this precipitated a watershed moment in the
history of mobile phones. As the 2000s saw the proliferation
of touchscreen smartphones into the market by newer
players like Samsung and Xiaomi, the 2010s dove deeper
into sleeker and more stylish designs, as well as higher-quality cameras and audio, specs, hardware, and applications.

iPhone SE
(2020)

The iPhone 3G evolved into the iPhone 4, iPhone 8… and
today, we have the iPhone SE, which is water-resistant,
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LG Prada
KE850
(2006)

iPhone 3G
(2008)

Samsung
Galaxy S6 Ed
ge
(2015)

Xiaomi Redmi
(2013)

Komsomolskaya (Moscow, Russia)
BurJuman (Dubai, UAE)

Formerly known as Khalid Bin Al Waleed,
this modern station is striking both on the
outside and inside. Its sloped, curved roof
and asymmetrical structure uses glass
panels to let in natural light and has a
futuristic and sleek yet sophisticated vibe.
On the inside, it feels like an underwater
kingdom, with the jellyﬁsh-shaped,
glowing blue chandeliers on the ceiling.
Throughout the station, you will see
images depicting Dubai’s ﬁshing and
pearl diving history.

Train stations in Russia are renowned for their exquisite beauty; they almost feel like
you’re entering a palace or church. In Moscow, these ornate, Baroque-style designs
were made to be propagandist tributes to Stalin during the Soviet era. One of the most
beautiful is Komsomolskaya station, with its eye-catching bright yellow ceiling. The
marble arches and bronze chandeliers lend themselves to the grand, elegant aesthetic.
There are 8 smalt mosaic artworks depicting famous Russian warlords and Lenin giving
a speech at the Red Square, which honours Russia’s history and great leaders.
Whether they’ve been built in the last century or last decade, subway stations
are not just practical – some are worthy public art spaces. So next time you
travel, take some time to admire the work behind these architectural designs
and you might just get a free history and culture lesson!
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Character design is one of the most important parts in manga and anime, as
many characters are defined by their physical characteristics. The appearances of
these fictional characters in general have also evolved greatly – many physical
characteristics and features have become more detailed and complex over the
years. Now, it’s easy to distinguish between old anime characters and newer ones
purely based on their design.
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Sailor Moon

beauty standards

sa ackerman
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From the 1990s, characters generally had
L-shaped noses, mouths higher up on their faces,
high-volume hair, and more cylindrical-shaped
pupils. The lines were thicker and more defined at
this time. For example, the original Sailor Moon
(1992-1997) has these types of characteristics.
Many of these traits carried on into the 2000s,
evident in series like Clannad (2007-2008).

Dawn of anime

manga to anime
Since the middle of the 20th
century, most anime series
produced were adaptations of
popular manga titles – due to the
high cost of producing an anime,
producers simply looked towards
titles that would immediately draw
a ready audience.

manga volumes of Ranma ½ (19871996) and Gundam (1979-present)
animated series had rounder faces
and a more cartoonish look.
However, in later volumes and
iterations, the lines became thinner
and the characters looked more
refined.

The design of characters have
evolved over time, even within
the same title. For example,
the characters in the earlier

Since the majority of anime series
are based on manga, the character
design evolution that took
place in manga was followed
through in the anime they’re
adapted from.

‘Astro Boy’ (1963) was the first popular
animated Japanese television series – it was
based on the manga series of the same name
created by one of the founding fathers of anime,
Osamu Tezuka. Astro Boy has classic early anime
character features, such as large eyes that cover
roughly half his face and high eyebrows.

Kamiya Koaru
of Rurouni Kenshin

Astro Boy

These early anime characters were originally
modelled after Disney characters which have set
the standard for animation around the world in
the mid-20th century. Tezuka was heavily
influenced by the round, childlike features of
Disney characters, including large eyes, slim
figures, and generally pretty features.

exaggerated
realism
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Mikasa Ackerman
of Attack on Titan

However, most anime faces today tend to reflect
many similarities with characters from the late
90s – they continue to have pointed chins and
proportionately larger eyes. For example,
characters from Psycho-Pass reflect the
look of many of today’s anime designs.

Levius

Yuko Tani
of Godzilla: Planet
of the Monsters

In the 80s in particular, the “macho male”
look became popular. Overexaggerated
realism, with excessive muscles and veins, was
utilised by animation studios for male
characters, such as in Fist of the North Star
(1984-1987) and Dragonball (1986-1996).
This look can still be seen in a few more
recent anime series, like Jojo’s Bizarre
Adventure (2012-2019) and Kengan Ashura
(2019).
Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure

The design of the characters’ eyes have moved
away from the standard round shape of earlier
anime, with more variations in shape (ie. narrow,
angular, etc) and size.

At the same time, there have been more
bizarre-looking main characters – like Saitama
from One Punch Man (2015, 2019) or Koro-sensei from Assassination Classroom (2015-2016).

During the 70s and 80s, more emphasis was
placed not only on facial features but also on
hairstyles and body types.

Fist of the North Star

Over the decades, anime faces in general have
slowly evolved from the wider and softer heart
shape to slightly more elongated and angular
faces with wider mouths.

Characters were drawn with finer and more delicate lines,
had lower-volume hair and their mouths were lower on
their faces. More efforts were made to make every
character have their own distinct physical traits. Female
characters had more realistic body proportions; for
example, Mikasa Ackerman from Attack on Titan
(2013-present) and Rukia from Bleach (2004-2012).

In the last decade, when anime adopted
3D animation styles, the character
designs became more realistic with
extensive shadowing and expressive
brows, as seen in Levius (2019)
and Godzilla: Planet of the
Monsters (2017).

Nagisa Furukawa
of Clannad

ay
The look tod

In the 2000s, there was a greater demand for anime to
cater to niche markets. As a result, anime characters
became more detailed and complex.

Disney character

Dragonball Z

Anime characters also reflected the beauty
standards of the times they were produced
in – female characters in older anime
tended to have longer legs and looked
more petite and delicate.

a New millennium

Gundam
Ranma ½

Asuka Langley
of Evangelion

Koro-sensei
of Assassination Classroom

Character design in anime (and manga) has come a long way since Astro
Boy, and their looks have become more realistic and distinguishable
over time. Only time will tell how anime characters continue to evolve
in the future.
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Nom Nom
in a
Jiffy
By Zhiqi Wang

hot Food designed
for convenience

Often cheap and cheerful, convenience
foods are designed to combine taste and
speed to allow you to return to homework
or entertainment in no time at all.

Instant hotpot

This convenience food certainly saved hotpot
lovers during the circuit breaker period, since
we can get many types of hotpots – from mala
to Haidilao. A hotpot pack comes with 2
containers: one for the food, and another for
the heating pack. The secret of instant hotpot
lies in the heating pack containing aluminium
compounds that react with water instantly to
release just enough heat (100ºC) to cook the
ingredients. Simply put the food container into
the heating container, and we can expect a
sumptuous hotpot meal in about 10 minutes!

What is more central to our Asian
identity than rice? Rice is the
perfect staple that goes well with
everything saucy. However, rice
can be troublesome and time-consuming to make – until now, when
we can simply pop a bowl (or
packet) of instant rice into the
microwave and it’s dinner time! You
can also pop the rice in boiling
water if you don’t have a
microwave. Instant rice is actually
precooked and then vacuum
sealed with an impervious
packaging to give it additional shelf
life. Some brands cook the rice
with a combination of pressure
heating and steam cooking.

freeze-dried Oyakodon

This ready meal is like a packet of instant
noodles – inside is a dehydrated block of
pre-prepared egg and chicken. To cook, put it
in a bowl and add a cup of hot water, and stir it
for about 10 seconds. To serve, just pour this
piping hot mixture onto a bowl of rice (you can
pair it with instant rice!). The same freeze-drying food technology to produce this meal is
also used to produce food for astronauts (e.g.
Science Centre space ice cream). Using the
same freeze-dried concept, you can also get
other flavours, like gyu toji don (beef & egg)
and chuuka don (shrimp & egg).

Cup
noodles

This original
convenience food
was initially
invented as a
replacement for
ramen which was in
shortage post-WWII
in Japan. The dried
noodle block was
created by flash
frying cooked
noodles which are
suspended halfway in the cup, so that hot water
can circulate thoroughly from below to cook the
noodles evenly. The innovative cup was designed
to combine three different functions: a packaging
material, cooker, and a bowl for eating. Today,
there are many brands with healthier versions that
use sun-dried noodles, gluten-free options,
healthier toppings, and more.
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Instant rice

Instant Coffee

We often forget about instant coffee as
a convenience food because it is
always so available. However, developing a fully-dissolvable coffee was no
easy feat! Nestle (or Nescafe) took up
this challenge and made use of various
extraction processes to take only the
components that make coffee taste
good. Freeze-drying is the most
common method of production – coffee
extract is frozen and cut into small
fragments, which are then dried at a low
temperature under vacuum conditions.
Now you can have instant coffee
without leftover grounds.

COVID-19 has caused massive disruptions to our global supply
chains, forcing us to consider the value of convenience food.
However, without the wide range of well-designed instant food
available, we wouldn’t be able to enjoy this level of convenience while
enjoying our favourite foods.
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Tied Up
By Lindsay Wong

History of the Necktie
The first neckties

The onset of the 20th century witnessed the necktie
become an essential accessory for men’s clothing.
Towards the end of the 1910s, neckties started to
resemble what they look like today.
In the 1920s, Jessie Langsdorf, a tie maker from
New York, patented a
new way of cutting
fabric on an angle and
then sewing it in three
segments to create the
Langsdorf Necktie.
The design allowed
for it to spring back to
its original shape after
wearing, allowing for
multiple types of
knots to be used.

Cravat

By the 1800s, neckerchiefs were tied in
a huge variety of knots, with names
like Napoleon and Mailcoach – and
touching another man’s neckwear
was apparently grounds for a duel.
In the 19th century, an Oxford
University student tied the ribbon
from his hat around his neck with
the four-in-hand knot – which is
used for neckties today – and the style took off,
especially in the military and at colleges.

Bow tie

In the early 1900s the bow tie
became synonymous with
academics, and were worn at
formal events paired with coattails.

By the late 19th century in Britain, the
ascot tie was widely worn during
formal events, named after the
prestigious horse racing event,
‘The Royal Ascot’. Acknowledged
as the forefather of the modern
necktie, it’s a loosely-tied scarf that’s
secured with a decorative pin.

in

Modern iterations

Historians argue that the first type of
necktie was created by Croatians but
popularised in France in the 17th
century. During the 30 Years’ War,
King Louis XIII hired Croatian
soldiers, who tied knotted
neckerchiefs over their jackets.
King Louis favoured this look so
much that he made ties
mandatory for royal gatherings.
This style of necktie was called ‘La
Cravate’ (‘cravat’ in English) after the Croatians,
which remained popular in Europe for more than
two centuries, and still used today.

The Royal Ascot

Langsdorf ties

Goryeo period (918 – 1392)
The Goryeo period was a remarkable time in Korean history as it was
known as the era of immense cultural development. This was reflected
in the hanbok, a traditional Korean 2-piece outfit worn by both sexes.
Clothing during this period gave the upper class wearers a very
dignified look.
Floral
The fabrics used for nobility ranged from silk
and golden-coloured fabrics to thicker
cottons; these were intricately patterned.
Patterns displayed on a hanbok, as seen
in K-dramas set during this period like
Moon Lovers: Scarlet Heart Ryeo,
were inspired from the natural world.

In the following two decades, ties reverted
back to being wider – up to six inches. The
patterns on the ties became funkier and
more varied in the 70s as new synthetic
fabrics were used.
At one point, the Bolo
tie – a corded tie with
an ornamental clasp
mostly associated with Cowboy wear
– became popular in the USA. From
the 80s onwards, ties became more varied
in colour and pattern, and the knots varied
in size.

Bolo tie

lours
Bright co
Lovers
in Moon

Flowers were popular embroidered
hanbok patterns, which represented the
wishes of the wearer. Peonies for honor
and wealth, lotus flowers symbolised
hope for nobility, and pomegranates
illustrated a desire for children. Only the
noble class were permitted to use
patterns with dragons, tigers, phoenixes
or cranes. Aristocratic women also wore
sashes around their waist.

In the 21st century, ties have taken a step back from being
included in someone’s daily wardrobe. Nowadays, ties are
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This era saw the rise of the kisaeng, female court
entertainers comparable to Japan’s geisha, who
wore eye-catching outfits – their brightly-coloured
hanbok were usually made of gossamer silk and
satin, as seen in kisaeng drama Hwang Jini.

mostly worn for some workplace settings or reserved for
formal occasions. Even out of these settings, adding on a tie
– bow tie, cravat, etc – can immediately make anyone look
classy, and is worn these days more as a fashion statement.
From its military roots to its essential role in the modern
workplace, the necktie has transitioned from being functional
to being purely decorative. Ties have so many variations
these days, and are worn in a wide range of settings and
contexts.

motifs & binyeo
in Moon Lovers

Hanbok colours were
dependent on the class
ranking – those who resided in
the palace as figures of royalty or
nobility always wore vividly
coloured hanbok; commoners
wore white hanbok, with pinks,
greens and greys on special occasions. In ‘Moon Lovers’,
Wang So consistently wore a black hanbok to match his
mysterious character.

The ties today
By the end of the 20th century, ties became more or less
standardised and had a uniform width of under four inches.
There were three basic knots for ties: the Windsor, Half-Windsor, and previously mentioned four-in-hand. In 1999, “the
Regis look” gained popularity because of how Regis Philbin,
the host of ‘Who Wants to be a Millionaire’, wore his tie. The
look paired a glossy tie with a dark-coloured dress shirt.

Colour

VIVID CLOTHING IN
HISTORICAL K-DRAMAS

One of the most popular genres in K-drama is sageuk, or historical drama, and most series are either
set in the Goryeo or Joseon periods which are over a millennia ago. The scenarios depicted in historical
K-dramas – power struggles, competition to the throne, forbidden love stories – are as dramatic as their
costume design. The fascinating outfits worn in historical K-dramas are entirely different to what we
normally see in dramas, especially the gorgeous attire worn by royals. Furthermore, the outfits can tell us a
lot about the characters who are wearing them as each separate class has a totally different wardrobe.

During the next few decades, ties became
shorter and wider, and worn in more
casual settings. However, in the 1950s, the
skinny tie became the trend and it was
paired with tailored suits.

Skinny tie

History
By Lindsay Wong

The necktie has a fascinating history that dates
back to the 17th century. Even though the necktie
as we know it today has more of a decorative effect
than anything else – making those who wear it look
more formal and elegant – it used to serve a
purpose. The design of the necktie has evolved
over the decades, depending on its purpose and
how it was worn.

Goryeo men’s hairstyles usually consisted of half of
their hair tied into a ponytail or a bun on top of the
head, sometimes secured with a decorative binyeo
(hair pin), which is more commonly worn by women.
The design of these hairpieces indicated social class.

Hwang Jini’s
hanbok

Joseon period (1392 – 1897)
There are many similarities between the hanbok worn in the Goryeo and
Joseon periods, from the fabrics and patterns to the hair accessories
and shoes – and in both, the attire was dependent on the
King Lee Hwon
in his gonryongpo
ranking and role of the wearer.
Royal figures and upper class people wore expensive
fabrics like those from the Goryeo period, while lower
class people used cheap and durable fabrics like kemp
and thin cotton that had duller colours like brown and
green. Only the king and crown prince are allowed to
wear the extravagant gonryongpo (Dragon’s Robe)
which was always red, decorated with gold dragons –
King Lee Hwon wore one in Moon Embracing the Sun.
In the drama Rookie Historian Goo Hae Ryung,
hanbok were usually multi-coloured and
outlined with floral patterns. Women’s jeogori
(upper garment of the hanbok) dramatically
shortened during this era – from hip-length to
just below the chest. The hanbok from this
period is similar to what you would see at
Gyeongbokgung Palace today, where tourists
get to dress up in traditional hanbok.
Hairstyles of female members of the royal family
used false hair that was made into a thick braid,
placed on top of the head, decorated with
ribbons and other ornaments. The hair
accessories also denoted the wearers’ ranks:
only noblemen wore a headband, the manggeon,
to hold their topknots in place.

Shorter jeogori
in Rookie Historian

Noblemen also wore tall black mesh hats called gat, which were
made of horsehair, and usually attached to a long string of beads
called gatkeun. Government officials wore the samo, with and
without flaps at the back, depending on
Samo
the rank. The jeonrip, a wide-brimmed
Gat
dome hat adorned with a feather and
tassel, is what military officials
serving at court wear. In fact,
the Joseon era was known for its
diversity of hats – there were
Prince Lee Rim
different hats worn by specific
with a manggeon
classes, and for occupations
or occasions. There are indoor
hats, wedding hats, funeral hats,
and more.

Since most of the dramas are about royalty, it’s fun to fawn over the extravagant and colourful
outfits from the Goryeo and Joseon periods. The rich textures and beautiful patterns emphasised
in historical K-dramas add to the visual effect, making them even more enjoyable to watch.
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CORAL REEFS
Australian group Reef DesignLabs submerged a 3D-printed artificial
coral reef in August 2018 in the Maldives as a project to help coral
regeneration efforts. The team calls its patented technique for
3D-printed coral formation Modular Artificial Reef Structure,
or MARS. Instead of using steel or concrete (popular
substrates for artificial reefs), they printed hollow
blocks of ceramic, which can be moulded into complex
shapes, and filled them with concrete for stability. Divers
then brought these blocks underwater and fit them together
like LEGOs to form a cohesive and resilient structure.

A HOUSE
WinSun developed the world’s first life-size 3D
printed house in 2013 using four large 3D
printers to spray concrete layer-by-layer to
construct the walls. This method of
construction reduced the cost of
building a house to about
US$5,000. Since then, other
companies have begun churning
printed homes using a similar
concept in less than 24 hours and at a
low production cost. This is achieved
by printing the structure of the house
on-site rather than building its components
off-site. The advantage of using a 3D printer is that
homes can replicate any design and size; WinSun has
also built apartment complexes using 3D
printers.

3D PRINTING
IN SPACE
Astronauts on long missions (ie. to
Mars) will need to make their own
spare parts, tools, and materials on
demand, both for routine needs and
to adapt to unforeseen circumstances.
In 2014, astronauts at the International
Space Station (ISS) made a wrench, as well
as other functional items like free-flying
robots and antenna parts, with a 3D printer
that used plastic threads as its raw
material. Sent to ISS in 2019, the ReFabricator
was a modified printer that allowed the
astronauts to 3D-print things from waste plastic,
including previously printed items, and turn them
into new items.
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BY CHERYL TAN KAY YIN

When 3D printers came onto the market, everyone had
different visions of what we could finally create. We
could easily print everything from toys to everyday
objects. Designers upped their game and started
experimenting with printing literally everything – from
homes, to organ tissues and even food. Here are some
of the most innovative objects made with 3D printers.

ORGAN TISSUE
To create organ tissue, 3D printers simultaneously create a
two-dimensional slice of a tissue or organ, then the pieces are
assembled in a process called bioprinting. Currently, tissue is
being used for drug testing, not replacing body parts because
3D-printed artificial organs, such as livers, lack crucial
elements like working blood vessels. However, Chinese
researchers have recently demonstrated proof of concept in
the 3D printing of ear cartilage for children with microtia
(congenital external ear malformation).

FOOD
Customising food for the elderly or those
with chewing or swallowing difficulties is
made easier with 3D-printed food. Food – like
durian – can be reconstructed to taste and look
like the real thing, and made healthier by
reducing the sugar content or adding
nutrients. Researchers at Singapore
Poly, SUTD, and NTU are now
developing 3D food printing
based on individual nutritional
preferences. The process uses
food materials (in paste or
gel form) extruded from
cartridges to print designs
programmed on a computer.
Soon, you may be able to see
3D-printed chilli crab, burgers, or
even avant garde sushi
customised for your health.
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LET’S PLAY!

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS,
PAPER, SPOCK
DID YOU KNOW?

TRIVIA

The game can be played with
additional weapons – as long as
it’s added in even numbers – to
reduce the chances of a tie.

“Rock, Paper, Scissors, Lizard,
Spock” was popularised on
the sitcom Big Bang Theory.

PROSTHETIC LIMBS

from recycled shampoo bottles

Who thought we could upcycle plastic into
useful prosthetic limbs? Bernie Craven, a
retired Australian hairdresser had been
looking for ways to repurpose the huge
amount of plastic waste from shampoo
and conditioner bottles produced by salons
on a daily basis. He decided to trial the
production of 3D-printed prosthetic limbs by
using 3D filament made from plastic waste
which was put through an extruder. The
first beneficiaries of these upcycled
prosthetic limbs were 12-year-old Haley
Wright and 11-year-old Connor Wyvill.
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GAMEPLAY
Spock smashes scissors and rock; he’s poisoned by lizard
and disproved by paper. Lizard poisons Spock and eats
paper; it’s crushed by rock and decapitated by scissors.
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